
Interspecialty Communication
Overcoming Philosophies and Disincentives

INTERSPECIALTY COMMUNICATION can probably
thwart unneeded visits, improve the selection of
testing, provide a better estimate of the urgency of
thevisit from the perspective of the consultant, and
improve communication on sensitive issues. The

family physician may also learn more from an interaction
such as a phone call than from a one-way referral letter at a
later date, because of both the immediacy and the oppor-
tunity to askquestions. If this communication can do somuch,
why is there not more?

In the current system, family physicians are busy and
tend to telephone only for urgent matters. Phone calls
are disruptive to both family physician and consultant
schedules. Although consultants are potentially re-
warded financially for taking phone calls through fu-
ture referrals, this reward is indirect and may not exist
for specialists paid by capitation. Thus, consultants of-
ten do not encourage these phone calls and may act like
they are an imposition or immediately say "make an ap-
pointment" (which was the response I got from a con¬

sultant I called recently after being unsuccessful three
times in getting a reasonable appointment through his
office staff for my patientwith an urgent problem).Writ¬
ing good referral notes takes time, sometimes as much
as or more than the visit.

See also page 403
In addition, consultants and family physicians appear

to have a different philosophy of care. To family physicians,
consultants appear to take a limited system view and to be
more process, diagnosis, and technique oriented than out¬
come oriented. For example, a dermatologist gave oral ste¬
roids for minor skin lesions caused by sarcoidosis, result¬
ing in loss ofdiabetic control. Also, a surgeon consultant or¬
dered a chest computed tomographic scan every 6months
to verify the extension ofmetastatic colon cancer in a pa¬
tient ofmine. As this did not change therapy, I thought it
was a waste ofmoney. After calling and asking about it, he
quit doing it; actually, I do not even see a reason for continu¬
ing the surgeon's visits in this case. An emergency depart¬
ment physician ordered a head and abdominal computed
tomographic scan in a patientwith vomiting and fever of 1
day's duration that had stoppedwithin 6 hours of the emer¬
gency department visit. Sometimes, consultants'motives ap¬
pear to be financial (the neurologistwho always gets a com¬
puted tomographic scan and electroencephalogram on his
or her own equipment, the gastroenterologistwho performs
endoscopy on everypatient, and the radiologistwho always
recommends yet another radiologie study).

On the other hand, both consultants and family phy¬
sicians make incorrect presumptions about the others'

motives. An oncologist ordered many tests to verify the
extent of disease in a patient ofmine with known meta-
static breast cancer; after a phone call, I learned that the
tests were necessary to determine response to chemo¬
therapy and, thus, the potential for success of a bone mar¬
row transplantation. I could easily have thought this was
diagnostic overkill.

Maybe some innovative ideas would improve inter-
specialty communication. As suggested by Epstein,1 newer
means ofcommunication can be used, such as telephone
messaging systems (which are less disruptive and time
consuming than phone calls and letters), electronicmail,
and fax machines. Our practice is gradually increasing
the use of these systems, but consultants are variably avail¬
able on these systems. Also, there is a fear of lack of con¬
fidentiality of the system.

Familyphysicians and consultants shouldbe rewarded
for communicationwith each other. For example, in addi¬
tion to the usualmeasures ofworkload or productivity, de¬
termination of the pay ofconsultants could include consid¬
eration of the following: (1) the number of phone calls or
E-mail consultations accepted from referring physicians; (2)
nonpayment until a postconsultation note is sent back to
the referring physician (one ofour local healthmaintenance
organizations follows this plan); and (3) the satisfaction of
the referring physicians with the consultant.

These three options could be accomplished inmanaged
care, and at least the first two could be accomplished in fee-
for-service medical care. Measurement of the satisfaction of
the referring physicians may be necessary in systems that
limit the ability of the family physicians to chose the con¬
sultant and can take into account many intangibles rather
than merely counting the episodes of communication.

In addition,medical schools, large physician groups,
andmanaged care plans should consider interspecialty com¬
munication training to improve understanding of the phi¬
losophies of care and techniques for interaction, another
avenue suggested by Epstein. ' Although it may sound de¬
meaning to individuals as well trained as physicians are,
many interspecialty differences in orientation can be over¬
comebysufficient communication and understanding. This
training may be targeted to specific common diagnoses,
such as coronary artery disease.

Overall, interspecialty communication is good for pa¬
tients, and thenewworld shouldbringmore andbettermeans
ofcommunication. Any readerswithworking incentive plans
or ideas to encourage interspecialty communication, please
write to the Archives so we can share with other readers.
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